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Abstract—We present a model, inspired by quantum field
theory, of the so-called inner stage of technical cognitiveagents.
The inner stage represents all knowledge of the agent. It allows
for planning of actions and for higher cognitive functions like
coping and fantasy. By the example of a cognitive mouse agent
living in a maze wold, we discuss learning, action planning,and
attention in a fully deterministic setting and assuming a totally
observable world. We explain the relevance of our approach to
cognitive infocommunications.

Index Terms—cognitive systems, cognitive agents, quantum
field theory, machine learning, inner stage, veridicality,attention
modeling, ontology inference

I. I NTRODUCTION

The most important aspects of cognitive agents are ex-
pressed by structure and function of theperception-action
cycle(PAC, see Fig. 1) which models the interaction between
agent and world. Central part of the agent model is the
behavior controller, i.e. the agent’s “brain”. To provide for
higher cognitive functions, the behavior controller should be
equipped with aninner stage[1] (cf. [2], [3]) on which the
agent can simulate actions and “contemplate” their effect.The
inner stage helps to plan behavior and, particularly, to avoid
danger for the agent.

It has been shown recently that several behavioral pheno-
mena can be described in more detail by quantum mechanical
models (e.g., [4], [5]). Hence, we propose to model the
inner stage by a quantum formalism. Beforehand we will
outline some foundations of quantum mechanics, namely state
preparation, measurement, evolution and collapse.

Let O be a finite set of possible observations of the world
and let us assume that aket-vector|boy [6] can be readily
assigned to everyo P O by perception as depicted in Fig. 1.
To keep things simple, we define that all these kets form an
orthonormal system

B � t|b1y, |b2y, . . .u with �|biy, |bjy P B : xbi|bjy � δij (1)

which can span a Hilbert spaceH � spanpBq. A general
vector |φy P H is a linear combination|φy �

°

i λi|biy with
λi P R. As long as we consider a fully deterministic setting, it
suffices to simplifyH by replacing the scalar setR by t0, 1u.

In the quantum formalism, one pass through the PAC can
be described by four steps: We start with thepreparationof
an agent state|ϕy � |oy from an initial observation|oy. To
simulate an action, we apply a unitary operatorO

|ϕ1

y � O|ϕy with O �

¸

ij
λij |oiyxoj|, λij P R (2)
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Figure 1. Perception-action cycle of a cognitive agent and the world, cf. [2]

which is calledstate evolution. The result|ϕ1

y is the predicted
agent state after executing the respective real actiona in the
world. Then we perform that real action and receive an actual
result, i.e. a new observation,|oy. To compare prediction and
observation, we perform ameasurement

p
�

|ϕ1

y�|oy
�

� xϕ1

|Po|ϕ
1

y � |xϕ1

|oy|2, (3)

where Po � |oyxo| denotes a measurement projector built
from the observation|oy. Note, that measurement does not
determine the measured value, but the probability thereof.
The last step—calledcollapse—changes the state of the inner
stage to|ϕy � |oy. In the general case, collapse consists
of projection and normalization. However, the restrictions we
introduced simplify the description greatly. The collapsed state
serves as the preparation for the next pass through the PAC.

Repeatedly passing through the PAC and comparing pre-
dicted states to observations allows building and adaptingthe
inner stage. In the following sections we elaborate the quantum
formalism by using Fock space instead of Hilbert space and
by introducing some useful special operators.

II. T HE INNER STAGE

Let us consider a mouse living in a simpleN�M maze
as shown forN�M�3 in Fig. 2. For the mouse to live, we
supply bits of cheese and cups of water on some places in the
maze. For the sake of simplicity, cheese and water are never-
ending, i.e., if the mouse eats or drinks, cheese and water are
instantly replaced. The mouse can “read” thepx, yq coordinate
tuple of its current position and “see” cheese and water at this
position throughperceptors. It can move to adjacent places in
the maze to the north, east, south, and west throughactuators,
but it cannot directly influence the presence of water or cheese.



Figure 2. A simple mouse-maze world.

Thus, mouse and maze world are coupled in a perception-
action cycle as shown in Fig. 1 and described in Section I.

For surviving, our mouse needs the basic capability of
finding its way to cheese and water from any position in
the maze world. To this end, it maintains an inner stage (see
Section I), i.e. a mental model of its little world, in its mind.

A. Fock Space Model of the Inner Stage

In our maze world to be represented by the inner stage,
we havex coordinatesx P t1, . . . , Nu, y coordinatesy P

t1, . . . ,Mu, information on cheesec P t0, 1u and information
on water g P t0, 1u. Firstly we create finite-dimensional
coordinate Hilbert spaces, basically by just dedicating one
basis vector|nXy or |mY y to every possible coordinate value

HX � spanp|1Xy, . . . , |NXyq � R
N – x space, (4)

HY � spanp|1Y y, . . . , |MY yq � R
M – y space.

We denote vectors in Hilbert spaces using Dirac’s bra-ket
notation [6], e.g.,1

|1Xy �

�

�

�

�

�
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. (5)

Secondly, we create two-dimensional Hilbert spaces for the
binary values cheese and water

HC � spanp|0Cy, |1Cyq � R
2 – cheese space, (6)

HG � spanp|0Gy, |1Gyq � R
2 – water space.

We only consider orthonormal bases ofHX , HY , HC , and
HG. Now, we define a finite-dimensional subspace of Fock
space (cf. [5], [7], [8]) modeling the inner stage through

FI � pR`HXq b pR`HY q b pR`HCq b pR`HGq (7)

� R (7a)

`HX `HY `HC `HG (7b)

` pHXbHY q ` pHXbHCq ` pHXbHGq (7c)

` pHY bHCq ` pHY bHGq ` pHCbHGq

` pHXbHY bHCq ` pHXbHY bHGq (7d)

1Note that the Dirac notation is symbolic and doesnot imply the choice
of a particular basis.

` pHXbHCbHGq ` pHY bHCbHGq

`HXbHY bHCbHG, (7e)

where` denotes the direct sum andb the tensor product.
The summands 7a–7e are calledsectorsand indexed from0
to 4. Note that, in contrast to applications in quantum physics,
we use afinite-dimensional subspace of Fock space over the
field of real numbersand without symmetrization or anti-
symmetrization. Similar theoretical frameworks based on Fock
space are presented in [9], [10]. There, Fock space is used to
represent linguistic constituent structure either through blocks
of variable length or through phrase structure trees to provide
a generalized theory of linguistic messages.

B. What Is or Could Be the Case: Maze and Mouse States

For our 3�3 maze example, the inner stage’s Fock space
FI comprises 144 dimensions. The maze and mouse states
are (superpositions of) vectors in the4th sector. There are36
possiblebasic situationsin a3�3 maze with cheese and water:

|1X1Y 0C0Gy – no cheese/water at pos.p1, 1q (8)

|1X1Y 1C0Gy – cheese but no water at pos.p1, 1q

|1X1Y 0C1Gy – no cheese but water at pos.p1, 1q

|1X1Y 1C1Gy – cheese and water at pos.p1, 1q

. . . (etc. for the remaining eight places).

In (8) we used the usual abbreviation of the tensor product
|xyy � |xy b |yy. The 36-element set of basic situations will
be denoted byBI . Firstly, we define themaze stateas the
unnormalized superposition of those kets from (8) which are
actually “the case” (cf. Fig. 2):

|wy � |1X1Y 0C0Gy � |2X1Y 0C0Gy � |3X1Y 0C1Gy (9)

� |1X2Y 0C0Gy � |2X2Y 0C0Gy � |3X2Y 0C1Gy

� |1X3Y 0C0Gy � |2X3Y 0C0Gy � |3X3Y 1C1Gy.

Secondly, we define themouse stateas one of the summands
from (9), depending on the current location of the mouse
which is supposed to sit on one of the maze locations at any
given point of time. E.g., if the mouse sits on placep1, 1q the
state would be

|ϕy � |1X1Y 0C0Gy. (10)

In a fully deterministic setting, i.e. no randomness in the
maze and no sensor or actuator noise, the maze state|wy

can be learned by a simple procedure: We start with the
zero state|wy � 0 and subsequently perform a random
exploration2 producing a mouse state|oky (observation) at
every exploration stepk. The observation is used to update
the maze state

|wy � |wy �
�

1� xw|oky
�

|oky. (11)

As the mouse can perceive its locationpx, yq and the presence
of cheese and water, observations are readily available.

2This can be a random walk trough the maze or, as we have not yet formally
defined movements, by repeatedly setting the mouse on randomlocations.



1) Excursus on Probabilistic States:Uncertainty about the
mouse state can occur due to fallacy (sensor noise), mistake
(actuator noise), and environmental incidences (system noise).
For example, multiple measurements of the mouse state on
position pn,mq can yield different results regarding the ex-
istence of cheese and water. Letppn,m, 0, 0q be the relative
frequency of measuring no cheese and no water at position
pn,mq and letppn,m, 0, 1q, ppn,m, 1, 0q andppn,m, 1, 1q be
defined analogously.

There are two principal possibilities of expressing this
uncertainty: by superposition and by a density matrix. A
probabilistic superposition of the example above would be

|ϕy �
¸

ijPt0,1u2

a

ppn,m, i, jq |nXmY iCjGy. (12)

State preparation, evolution, measurement and collapse work
exactly as described in Section I. Operators applied to the state
need not be invertible or unitary. However, this superposition
may interfere with the definition of the maze state in (9).

A density matrix (cf. [2], [11]) can express the same
situation:

ρ �
¸

ijPt0,1u2

ppn,m, i, jq |nXmY iCjGyxnXmY iCjG|. (13)

A measurement specified by an operatorP of the state in form
of a density operator is given bytrpρP q. It can be shown, that
if the measurement operator is|nXmY iCjGyxnXmY iCjG|

then the measurement yieldsppn,m, i, jq. State evolution by
an operatorO on a density matrixρ is then given as a similarity
transformρ1 � OρO�1, provided thatO is invertible.

In future work we will investigate which of the models of
uncertainty should be used best.

2) Veridical, Fantasy, and Ignorance States:We call a maze
or mouse stateveridical (cf. [1]), iff it is a basic situation
or a superposition of basic situations according to (8), that
are actually the case in the world. By this definition, (9) and
(10) are veridical. The inner stage also allows for fantasy
(cf. [3]). E.g., the mouse couldimagine to have cheese but
not water at positionp1, 1q which is expressed by the basic
situation |;ϕ11y � |1X1Y 1C0Gy. We define a fantasy state as
being not veridical, i.e. not the case in the world. Further,
we model ignorance by unnormalized superposition, e.g., if
the mouse does not know whether there is cheese or water
at position pn,mq, the respective ignorance state would be
|rϕnmy � |nXmY p0C � 1Cqp0G � 1Gqy.

Having a veridical maze state|wy, we can turn ignorance
mouse states into veridical ones by|ϕy � PV |rϕy, wherePV

denotes theveridicality projectordefined by

PV �

¸

|byPBI

xw|by|byxb|. (14)

The sum runs over the36 basic situationsBI of FI . For
location p1, 1q in our example we get

|ϕ11y � PV |rϕ11y � PV |1X1Y p0C � 1Cqp0G � 1Gqy (15)

� |1X1Y 0C0Gy.

Applying the veridicality projector to a fantasy state yields 0.

C. Getting Around: Movement Actions

As explained above, our mouse can move in the maze but
not influence the presence of cheese or water at any location.
Therefore we call the location variablesx andy controllables,
and the cheese and water variablesc andg non-controllables.
If the mouse is hungry or thirsty and there is no food or water
at its current location, it needs to move which, in turn, requires
prior planning of a route through the maze on the mouse’s
inner stage. To this end the mouse needstrial actions, i.e.
actions which are applicable on the inner stage.

With basic knowledge on the maze (variablesx, y, c, g
including their ranges), we can construct operators describing
mouse movements.

1) Subspace Operators:On thex and y coordinate sub-
spaces there are two possible basic operations, increment the
coordinate value3

OXinc �

¸N

n�1
|ppn modNq � 1qXyxnX |, (16)

OY inc �

¸M

m�1
|ppm modMq � 1qY yxnY |,

and no operation

OXnop�

¸N

n�1
|nXyxnX |, OY nop�

¸M

m�1
|mY yxmY |. (17)

For simplicity we assume the maze to be a torus, i.e. exiting
it to the right or top will bring the mouse back to the left
or bottom side. Decrementing is the inverse operation of
incrementing

OXdec � OXinc
�1, OY dec � OY inc

�1. (18)

For the cheese and water variables, there are inversion

OCinv � |0Cyx1C| � |1Cyx0C |, (19)

OGinv � |0Gyx1G| � |1Gyx0G|,

and no operation

OCnop � |0Cyx0C | � |1Cyx1C |, (20)

OGnop � |0Gyx0G| � |1Gyx1G|.

As OXinc
:

�

°N

n�1
|nXyxppn modNq � 1qX | is the adjoint

operator ofOXinc above, we immediately obtainOXinc
:

�

OXinc
�1, proving unitarity.

2) Generic and Veridical Movement Trial Action Operators:
Movement on thex-y-plane in one of the cardinal directions
N , E, S, and W , is described by a tensor product of
suitable subspace operators on thex andy coordinate spaces.
To be applicable to the Fock space of the inner stage, we
need two more factors: a cheese and a water operation. The
problem with the latter is that cheese and water depend on the
locationpx, yq and we do not know whether to use “invert” or
“no-operation” for constructing a movement operator. Hence,
employing the ignorance principle explained above, we use the
superpositionsOCinv �OCnop andOGinv �OGnop to define

3Note, that coordinates are one-based.



Figure 3. A simple mouse-maze world with walls.

genericeast and north operators (we will take care for west
and south in a moment)

rOE � OXinc bOY nop (21)

b pOCinv�OCnopq b pOGinv�OGnopq,

rON � OXnop bOY inc (22)

b pOCinv �OCnopq b pOGinv �OGnopq.

By “generic” we mean that the so-defined operators are
ignorant of cheese and water. In order to make the operators
veridical, i.e. predicting the correct cheese and water state at
the target location, we compute the products of the veridicality
projector and the generic movement operators

OE � PV
rOE , ON � PV

rON . (23)

The veridical go-west and go-south movement operators are
then the inverses of the veridical go-east and go-north opera-
tors, respectively

OW � OE
�1, OS � ON

�1. (24)

3) Performing Trial Actions on the Inner Stage:Moving
the mouse on the inner stage is just multiplying its state ket
|ϕy with one of the veridical movement operatorsON , OE ,
OS , or OW or arbitrary products of them, e.g.,

|ϕ1

y � OE OE ON ON |ϕy, (25)

which means “go two steps to the north and then two steps
to the east”. As the operators are veridical, the mouse can
correctly predict if it will, in the real world, have cheese
and/or water in result of any sequence of movements. Thus
it is capable of performing route planning on the inner stage.

D. Mazes with Walls

In a torus maze without obstacles (walls), veridical movement
operators (23) and (24) are unitary, i.e. reversible in the sense
that going west (south) in any case “undoes” going east (north)
and vice versa. Things are not so simple anymore if the maze
has boundaries and walls (see Fig. 3). Going north from a
place with a wall at the northern side in the real world will, at

best, result in no change of position (if not in a bloody mouse
nose). The respective veridical trial action operator should at
least predict “no movement”.

As, in our model, the mouse does not have a perceptor
for walls, veridicality of trial action operators in a maze with
walls can only be established by actually trying actions in the
real world. Similar to learning the maze state by subsequently
applying (11), we can learn a movement operatorOd by
performing the action “go into directiond” and updating the
corresponding operator via

Od � Od �

�

1� xok|Od|ϕy
�

|okyxϕ|, (26)

whereϕ is the mouse state before performing the action and
ok the observation after performing thekth action. To be
capable of this learning method, the mouse needs to know
the concept of “going into a direction” and how to perform
the corresponding action in the world.

Operators obtained by applying (26) are veridical by con-
struction but neither unitary nor, in general, invertible.The
first is immediately obvious as “go-west” cannot be the inverse
of “go-east” anymore, since after hitting the wall on position
p1, 1q—and thus not changing the position—going to position
p2, 1q is not an undo. This is no problem in the case where the
mouse state is a simple ket vector. For the use with density
matrices there are at least two solutions for getting unitary
movement operators back. The first one comes from spin-
algebra [12] and results in a complete deletion of the mouse
state. The second one emerges from quantum computation
since the problem of failed reversibility in the context of walls
is related to theno-cloningtheorem, see [11, p. 23, 24]. This
theorem forbids quantum circuits withFANIN andFANOUT.
The typical solution to that problem is to simulate the for-
bidden semantics by introducing hidden wires. Hidden wires
can be seen as artificial dimensions forfantasystates which
guarantee reversibility. Since the deletion of the mouse state
could be useful to represent, for example, “death by cat”, it
seems natural to go with the second solution for the encoding
of impossible actions. Either way the resulting operators are
no longer veridical, but the violation of veridicality in certain
situations signals the impossibility of the action in question.

III. A TTENTION AND ONTOLOGY

The introduced concept of ignorance where some bits are
unknown, can also be understood that one does not care
about these bits. If we do not care about them, let us get
rid of them. Therefore, we define linear operators crossing the
boundaries of sectors of the inner stage. In fact we do not
map to whole sectors but only to individual summands from
(7), thus focusing on the information contained within those
subspaces, which we will refer to asvalue-spacesfrom now
on. So, e.g. mapping from the4th into the2nd sector results in
dropping two bits of information. For deciding which value-
spaces are helpful we use ontologies, like in Fig. 4, which can
be learned from data [13].

We setI � tX,Y,C,Gu and denote, for any combination
S � I of coordinates, cheese and water, withHS the one



value-space of 7, where for everys P S a factorHs exists
within.

A. Focus Operators

To completely ignore cheese and water and concentrate our
attention on thex-y value-space, we design thefocus operator
FXY : HI Ñ H

tX,Y u

by

FXY �

Ņ

n�1

M̧

m�1

|nXmY yxnXmY p0C�1Cqp0G�1Gq|. (27)

SinceH
tX,Y u

belongs to the2nd sector ofFI two pieces of
information are retained (thex andy coordinate) and also two
pieces of information (2 � 4� 2) are lost (cheese and water).

B. Generic and Veridical Unfocus Operators

Performing the reverse operation of unfocusing also needs a
post-processing step to make it veridical. We define thegeneric
unfocus operatorrUXY : H

tX,Y u

Ñ HI

rUXY �

Ņ

n�1

M̧

m�1

|nXmY p0C�1Cqp0G�1GqyxnXmY | (28)

which is ignorant of cheese and water. Again we get averidical
unfocus operatorby using the veridicality projectorPV (14)

UXY � PV
rUXY . (29)

Note that for any focus-unfocus-operator-pairF �

rU : holds.

C. Paying Attention

Focus operators of the form (27) allow for the reduction of
dimensions under feasible circumstances. Possible scenarios
could be finding cheese or water independently from one
another. Whenever bits of information have no relevancy for
solving a problem, we can avoid too complex computations by
applying suitable focus operators. This way the computational
costs can be reduced and we only have to pay for the things
we center our attention on.

Using focus and unfocus operators we gain an alternative
construction of movement operators: First we focus on thex-
y value-space, then perform the appropriate combination of
movements inx and y directions and do a veridical unfocus
afterwards. The go-east operator is computed by

OE � UXY pOXinc bOY nopqFXY . (30)

Note, that going east impliesno movement iny direction.
Hence, focusing inx and y direction is necessary. Otherwise
the meaning would be “y does not matter” which is obviously
not correct. Focus operators can also be established from ar-
bitrary value-spacesHS to value-spacesHT with I � S � T

whereas unfocus operators can map in opposite direction.4

4We appreciate that there is a similarity to creation and annihilation
operators from quantum field theory.

Figure 4. Ontology for the simple mouse-maze world.

D. Discovering Ontologies

Using the distinction between controllables and non-control-
lables we can use focus operators and projectors to discover
additional structure in Fock space (cf. [13]). LetN � I be the
set of non-controllables andM � I the set of controllables.
For every non-controllabler P N we search for functional
dependencies on a setD � M of controllables. Therefore,
HI has to be divided by an internal direct sum induced by
Hr. For cheese this results in the creation of the two projectors

P1C
�

¸

|byPBI

x1C |FC |by|byxb| and (31)

P0C
�

¸

|byPBI

x0C |FC |by|byxb|.

Whenever, for a setD �M,

xw|P1C
rUDFDP0C

|wy � 0 (32)

holds, then there is a mapζD,C : HD Ñ HC . Also applying
the procedure to water and looking for the smallest setD each,
we eventually get the structure depicted in Fig. 4.

E. Using Ontologies for Guiding Attention

Semantic structures as depicted in Fig. 4 encode depen-
dencies of non-controllables on controllables and serve as
a source for planning. Starting from the non-controllable in
question an ontology holds the information which controlla-
bles to concentrate attention on in order to reach the desired
change. Therefore, anything unrelated to the current problem
can be ignored, resulting in a reduction of the search-space.
Additionally, ontologies not only structure the inner stage, and
thus the world as seen by a cognitive agent. They also serve
as structures of communication and are widely used as such
in natural language understanding and generation.

IV. COGNITIVE INFOCOMMUNICATIONS

From the viewpoint of semiotics, the inner stage discussed
in this paper can be seen as the top of the semiotic triangle,
i.e. the “concept” or “reference” aspect of symbols. Figure5
shows the interconnected semiotic triangles of two cognitive
agents,A1 andA2, playing a Horn communication game [14],
with their respective inner stagesFI1 andFI2, sharing the
same worldW and the same languageL for communication.
Veridicality of the inner stage wrt. the worldV

�W corresponds
to “adequateness” in the semiotic triangle. Thus a veridical in-
ner stage is a crucial premise for any communication between
agents. Veridicality wrt. to languageV

�L—“correctness” in
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Figure 5. Interconnected semiotic triangles of two cognitive agents with
inner stagesFI1 andFI2 and veridicality relationships wrt. the worldW
(“adequateness”,V

�W ) and wrt. languageL (“correctness”,V
�L)
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Figure 6. Interconnected perception-action cycles of two communicating
cognitive agents. Here,an and |ony denote the intended and perceived
meanings of utterances transmitted through the communication channel. The
goal of communication is to synchronize the inner stagesFI1 andFI2.

semiotic terms—can be modeled and attained using very much
the same principles as described above (cf. [15], [16]). Using
language communication as outlined in Fig. 6, agents can share
information on the world (intra-cognitive communication [17])
which means that they do not need to learn everything from
own observations. Of course, agents can also be designed to
communicate with humans using a natural language (inter-
cognitive communication). As the inner stage handles semantic
data structures, it is independent of sensor and communication
modalities. Hence, our model provides for both, sensor-sharing
and sensor-bridging communication.

V. CONCLUSION: IT’ S MORE THAN M ICE

We intentionally chose a simplistic example demonstrating
our inner stage model. Yet it covers important features of
general cognitive agents: There are aspects of the world which
can be perceived (variablesx, y, c, g). Some of them can be
manipulated by the agent (controllable variablesx, y) and
some cannot (non-controllable variablesc, g). There has to
be knowledge about the world and about the self in the
mind—or, technically speaking, the behavior controller—of
the agent (maze and mouse states|wy, |ϕy, ontologies [13],
trial operatorsO, actionsa) which needs to be built-in or
attained by learning from observations (e.g. (11), (26)) and

by inference (e.g. [18]). This knowledge must include that
actions may be unfeasible in a given context, or one-way (e.g.
you would normally be unable to undo a “kill” action in the
natural world and it is beneficial for action planning to know
about this). Further, knowledge must be organized such that
it allows focusing attention on the task at hand. For higher
cognitive functions like coping [3] there needs to be some
kind of fantasy, too. Finally, although not elaborated in this
paper, agents must be able to cope with and to plan under
uncertainty, e.g., actuator or sensor noise, or randomnessin the
world. As stochasticity comes naturally with the mathematics
of quantum mechanics, our model provides for this, too.
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